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Minimum energy paths for dislocation nucleation in strained epitaxial layers
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We study numerically the minimum energy path and energy barriers for dislocation nucleation in a two-
dimensional atomistic model of strained epitaxial layers on a substrate with lattice misfit. Stress relaxation
processes from coherent to incoherent states for different transition paths are determined using saddle point
search based on a combination of repulsive potential minimization and the Nudged Elastic Band method. The
minimum energy barrier leading to a final state with a single misfit dislocation nucleation is determined. A
strong tensile-compressive asymmetry is observed. This asymmetry can be understood in terms of the quali-
tatively different transition paths for the tensile and compressive strains.
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The growth and stability of heteroepitaxial overlayers
one of the central problems in current materials scien
Energy-balance arguments for the competition betw
strain energy buildup and strain relief due to dislocat
nucleation in mismatched epitaxial films lead to the conc
of an equilibrium critical thickness. This is defined as t
thickness at which the energy of the epitaxial state is equa
that of a state containing a single misfit dislocation.1 The
predicted critical value from this equilibrium consideratio
however, both from continuous elastic models2,3 and from
models incorporating layer discreteness,4 is much smaller
than the observed experimental value for the breakdown
the epitaxial state. This suggests that the defect-free~coher-
ent! state above the equilibrium critical thickness
metastable5 and the rate of dislocation generation is actua
controlled by kinetic considerations. The idea of strain rel
ation as an activated process is supported by experime
results for the temperature dependence of the crit
thickness.5,6 It is also the fundamental assumption in kine
semiempirical models.7

Physically, it is expected that the lowest energy barrier
the nucleation of dislocations would correspond to a p
that initiates from the free surface~with or without defects!.
Such processes have been considered in a number of st
within continuum models.8–10 It has been pointed out tha
surface steps and surface roughness that are not includ
the continuum model could play an important role for dis
cation nucleation.11–14Thus, atomistic study is important fo
a detailed understanding and direct determination of
mechanisms for defect nucleation in epitaxial films. Ho
ever, determination of the correct transition path and
nucleation barrier from the initial coherent state to the fi
state with misfit dislocations is an extremely challengi
problem in an atomistic model. There are many saddle po
and transition paths in the neighborhood of the initial coh
ent state. A brute force molecular dynamics~MD! study is
impractical because of the rare event nature of the activ
processes. In recent years, great progress has been ma
the general field of search for transition paths for comp
0163-1829/2002/65~24!/241408~4!/$20.00 65 2414
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cated energy landscapes.15,16 In addition, various accelerate
hyperdynamics schemes17,18 have been developed to ove
come the computational problems for rare events. Howe
these schemes still involve considerable computational
forts for complicated, large energy barriers and often requ
a qualitative picture of the energy landscape as a star
point. Recently we have developed a repulsive poten
minimization method19 which allows automatic generation o
many paths leading away from the initial minimum ener
coherent state. When combined with the Nudged Ela
Band method~NEB!,15 this method can be used to efficient
locate saddle point configurations and barriers for each t
sition path without having to make any specific assumptio
about the nature of the transition path.

For the present study, we consider a two-dimensio
model of the epitaxial film and substrate where the atom
layers are confined to a plane as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. In-
teractions between atoms in the system are modelled b
generalized Lennard-Jones pair potential,20 that is modified
to insure that the potential and its first derivative vanish11 at
a cut-off distancer c as

U~r !5V~r !, r<r 0 ;

U~r !5V~r !F3S r c2r

r c2r 0
D 2

22S r c2r

r c2r 0
D 3G , r .r 0 , ~1!

where

V~r !5«F m

n2m S r 0

r D n

2
n

n2m S r 0

r D mG , ~2!

and r is the interatomic distance,« the dissociation energy
andr 0 the equilibrium distance between the atoms. This p
tential has been used previously,11 with n512 andm56, in
a Monte Carlo simulation of epitaxial growth. We have ch
sen the valuen58 andm55 for the present study. In con
trast to the standard 6 –12 potential, this 5 –8 potential ha
slower fall-off. Thus, when combined with the variation
the cutoff radiusr c , this choice allows us to systematical
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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study the effect of the range of the potential on misfit dis
cation. Also, the 5 –8 potential gives a more realistic desc
tion of metallic systems than the 6 –12 case. The equilibri
interatomic distancer 0 was set to different values for th
substrate, epitaxial film, and the substrate-film interfac
The substrater 05r ss and the epitaxial filmr 05r ff param-
eters were varied to give a misfitf between lattice parameter
as f 5(r ff2r ss)/r ss. For the film-substrate interaction we s
the equilibrium distance as the average of the film and s
strate lattice constants,r 05r fs5(r ff1r ss)/2. Positive misfitf
corresponds to compressive strain and negativef to tensile
strain when the film is coherent with the substrate. Calcu
tions were performed with periodic boundary conditions
the direction parallel to the film-substrate interface. Ty
cally, one-dimensional layers containing 50 atoms or m
were used in the calculations. In the calculations the bot
five layers represented the substrate, with the last two la
held fixed to simulate a semi-infinite substrate while all oth
layers were free to move.

Our proposed scheme of identifying the saddle points
the transition paths consists of several stages. First, the in
epitaxial state is prepared by minimizing the total energy
the system using MD cooling. This leads to an initial coh
ent epitaxial state in which the interlayer spacing is relax
but the atoms within the layers are under compressive
tensile strain according to the misfit. Next, we introduce
short-ranged repulsive potential centered at the starting
taxial configuration of the form

FIG. 1. Particle configurations and energy changeEi2E0 at
different states~images! along the minimum energy path, for tensi
strain (f 528%). The twolayers at the bottom are held fixed whi
all others are free to move. Open circles represent the subs
atoms and filled circles the epitaxial film. Only the central part
the layers with major atom rearrangements is shown.
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Utot~r !5U~r !1A exp$2a~r 2r 0!2%, ~3!

where r 0’s are the coordinates of the initial state at t
minimum.16 The basic idea here is to modify the local ener
surface to make the initial epitaxial state unstable. When
system is slightly displaced from the initial state~randomly
or in a selective way!, it will then be forced to move to
nearby minimum energy states. By making this repulsive
tential sufficiently localized around the initial potenti
minima, the surrounding minima would be unaffected a
the final state energy would then depend only on the t
potential of the system. This method can generate many
ferent final states depending on both the initial displaceme
and the parameters of the repulsive potential. In this Ra
Communication, we only consider final configurations cor
sponding to a single misfit dislocation. Rather than tryi
random initial displacements, some knowledge of the dis
cation generation mechanism is useful for expediting
process. Given the knowledge of the final state, we then
the NEB method to locate the saddle point and find the m
mum energy path~MEP! between the initial and final states
We note that the path generated in the first part of mov
away from the repulsive potential can be used as an in
guess for the MEP determination in the NEB method.

We have performed calculations for various misfits, but
this Rapid Communication we concentrate on the case
relatively large 8% misfit. We work with dimensionles
quantities withe as the energy scale andr ss as the length
scale. Two different choices of cutoff, namelyr c51.5 r ssand
r c54.7 r ss were made. The results for the barriers are qu
tatively similar, so we present here only the results for
short range potential withr c51.5 r ss. However, the equilib-

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for compressive stra
( f 518%).
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FIG. 3. Nearest-neighbor bon
distributions of the epitaxial film
at the saddle point for the~a! ten-
sile, and ~b! compressive cases
Solid and dotted arrows indicat
the position of the delta-function
peak corresponding to intralaye
and interlayer bond distributions
of the initial coherent film.
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rium critical thickness and its asymmetry with respect
tensile or compressive strain are very sensitive to the ra
of the potential.19

The results for the MEP from coherent to incohere
states are shown in Fig. 1 for a film under tensile strain a
Fig. 2 for compressive strain. They show clearly the ex
tence of an energy barrier for the nucleation of a misfit d
location. Thus, the nonequilibrium critical thickness can
much larger than the equilibrium value and it is controlled
practice by the kinetics of defect nucleation.

For compressive strain, the final state is characterized
the presence of an adatom island on the surface of the
for each misfit dislocation. The number of adatoms in
island exactly corresponds to the number of layers in
film. Such form of the final state is determined by the geo
etry of the misfit dislocation. For every misfit dislocation,
24140
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extra atom is removed from each layer to relieve the co
pressive stress. For tensile strain, the final state is chara
ized by the presence of pits on the surface. Again, the siz
the pit is determined by geometrical considerations. For
ery misfit dislocation, an extra atom has to be added to e
layer to relieve the tensile stress. For both cases, the d
cation core is localized in the substrate-film interface regi

Figures 1 and 2 also show the particle configurations
the different points along the MEP which reveal details
defect nucleation and strain relaxation process. The trans
path for the compressive strain has a more local nature, w
relatively fewer bonds involved initially, whereas for the te
sile strained film, the nucleation proceeds via a more coll
tive path, involving concerted motion along glide planes. T
energy barrier for nucleation of a dislocation is much high
for the compressive strain relative to the case of ten
8-3
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strain. This asymmetry is very robust and it persists when
change the range of the potential by varying the cutoff.

To understand the origin of this asymmetry, we plot
Fig. 3 the distribution of the nearest-neighbor bond leng
for the film from the initial epitaxial film to the saddle poin
configuration for both the compressive and tensile case
can be seen that the behavior of the compressively stra
film and the tensile-strained film is very different. In th
tensile case, the redistribution of the bond lengths go
from the initial coherent state to the saddle point configu
tion involves a significant contraction of the intralayer bon
leading to partial relaxation of the tensile strain in the fil
On the other hand, for the compressively strained film,
initial delta function peak for the intralayer bond lengt
broadens almost symmetrically and there are no signific
relaxation of the compressive strain in the film. This expla
the relatively higher energy costs and a corresponding la
nucleation barrier for the compressive strained film. Mic
scopically, the origin of the different behavior could ari
from the strong anharmonicity of the interaction potenti
For the compressive strain, intralayer rearrangements inv
some further compression of the bonds which is energetic
costly. Thus, a more localized initial configuration with
higher barrier results as opposed to the collective behavio
the tensile strained layer. We have also checked that
boundary conditions and system sizes do not affect the
sults qualitatively by comparing results from systems w
y

.
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periodic and free boundary conditions, and for layers tw
as long.

In summary, we have developed a new scheme of ide
fying minimal energy path for spontaneous generation
misfit dislocation in an epitaxial film. This approach requir
no a priori assumptions about the nature of the transit
path or the final states. A nonzero activation barrier for d
location nucleation is found in the minimum energy pa
from coherent to incoherent state above the equilibrium c
cal thickness, confirming the metastability of the epitax
coherent film. The nucleation mechanism from a flat surfa
depends crucially on whether we start from a tensile or co
pressive initial state of the film. This asymmetry originat
from the anharmonicity of the interaction potentials whi
leads to qualitatively different transition paths for the tw
types of strains. A tensile-compressive asymmetry has
been found previously11,12 in other contexts. The presen
method can be extended to three-dimensional models
more realistic interaction potentials. Preliminary calculatio
for the Pd/Cu and Cu/Pd systems19 with the Embedded Atom
Model potentials21 confirms the effectiveness of the metho
in three dimensions. These results will be published e
where.
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